Introduction
This is part VI1 of the series of papers on optimal linear estimation fusion. The first six parts focus on the static case where either the estimatee is not a process or the fuser is not recursive. More specifically, part I presents a unified fusion model and unified batch fusion rules for centralized, distributed, and hybrid estimation fusion with complete, incomplete, or no prior information; part II illustrates the rules by examples; part LII presents concrete formulas for computing crosscovariance of the local estimation errors for general linear systems; part IV presents conditions for centralized and distributed fusers to be identical, as well as efficiency of the distributed fusion; part V clarifies relationships among the various fusion rules available; part VI
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presents optimal rules for each sensor to compress its measurements to the required dimension. In this part, we focus on various issues unique to fusion for dynamic systems.
Discretized Multisensor Systems

Sampling of Asynchronous Multisensor Systems
Consider a fusion system with n sensors and a fusion center. Measurements are made by the n sensors at the time instants t l , . . . , tn, possibly different from one another because of asynchronism. Suppose that the ith sensor has the following continuous-time dynamic system model d x ( t ) = Ai(t)x(t)dt + dwZ(t)
dzZ(t) = CZ(t)x(t)dt + dvZ(t)
(1) (2) where wi(t) and d ( t ) are Wiener processes. For simplicity of presentation, the deterministic control input u(t) is not included in this model and w*(t) and d ( t ) are mutually independent and have zero mean.
Note that different sensors may have different dynamic models of the same state process x(t) as well as different observation models. As such, the dynamic modeling error processes of the ith sensor wZ(t) and of the jth sensor wj(t) are correlated in general.
Let
x p = x(tp), xq = x(tq), 27. = x(t,), 2 s = x(ts)
for arbitrary times t p , t q , t k . Then, the sampling of the dynamic equation at the ith sensor yields xP = F;,qxq -t wfVq
where Fj,q = @%(tP, t q ) is the state transition matrix that transforms state xq to state x p and wf,q = W Z ( t P , t q ) =
@Z(tp, T ) d W i ( T ) (4)
Note that it follows from x p = F',,xq + wi,, that the in- 
fit,, = 4 [ d ( T ) W i ( T , t,)dT + dVi(T)]
Sampling of an observation process is sometimes defined as the observation integrated over the sampling inter-
or zk = zZ(kTi) -zZ((k -1)Ti) for uniform sampling with constant sampling interval Ti, but more often as instantaneous observation given by zi = zi(tk). In reality, each observation is made by a sensor that integrates over a time interval A i necessary to cumulate signal energy to make an observation. At is not necesshly related to the sampling interval Ti (and in fact usually significantly smaller than Ti). For example, the measurement z k provided by a scanning radar is obtained by integrating over an interval much smaller than the interval for each scan, which includes possibly many measurements in one scan. In view of this, we define 
t r , T)E [dw(+W'] W t s , t)'
= l: @(tr, T)Q@(ts, 7 ) ' d~ (7) where Q ( t ) = cov[w(t)] = Qt since w ( t ) is a Wiener pro-
As a result, the measurement errors are correlated across sensors in general unless t , + Ai < tk < t , or t ,
The crosscovariance of the state zk and the noise vk in the unified data model is C,,,, 
where E[vf(wi,,)'] can be obtained similarly as (7) .
The crosscovariance of the state z k and the noise vk in the unified data model is C,,,,
Clearly both terms are in general nonzero. In summary, for the centralized, distributed, or hybrid fusion, the measurement errors in the unified data model are in general correlated across sensors andfor with the state. This is true even for the case with synchronous sampling or synchronous data.
It is also easy to see that the process and'data error sequences of the discretized systems obtained by sarnpling and synchronization of asynchronous multisensor continuous-time systems are in general colored and mutually correlated.
Decoupling of Correlated Data Model
The correlation shown above in the data model for the discretized multisensor systems have been ignored or overlooked so far, even after we pointed it out in [7] . This is the case for virtually all prior fusion results for linear systems.
Because of this, prior "optimal" fusion rules for discretized systems are actually not globally optimum.
The fusion rules presented in the preceding parts of this series (e.g., Parts I and VI) can be used straightforwardly since they are directly valid for the general data model, including the correlated models discussed here.
We now present an alternative, decoupling-based method of dealing with the above correlation optimally. It converts the original data model to an equivalent one in which errors are uncorrelated with the state and across sensors.
Decorrelation of Data Errors with State
Consider the unified linear data model (6) yk = H k z k + vk. We drop the time index k in this section for simplicity. 
where A+ is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of A, which is equal to inverse A-' whenever A-' exists.
Note that the equivalent noise ij are coupled across sensors and has nonzero mean.
Proof. Consider
That is, Thus, we have
That is, y = fix + ij is decoupled. With few exceptions, it is unrealistic for most dynamic cases since its computational burden increases rapidly with time. A recursive estimator would be more useful. Replacing all priors with the corresponding predictions yields
Decorrelation of Data Errors
where Kk = c~klk-l~klk-1c&lk-17
This estimator appears to be recursive (but in fact is not necessarily so).
One may argue that the only difference between priors and predictions is time-prediction 2klk-1 is to sk, as prior mean is to s-since prior information is simply "old" information (it comes only from past data). While we may or may not agree with this philosophically controversial view, nobody can deny the following mathematical fact: In LMMSE estimation prior mean 2 is nonrandom while prediction 5&lk-l is random. This has important implications. For example, f is uncorrelated with anything but this is not the case for 2 k l k -1. It is thus clear that (1 3) does not imply (14) (at least not directly).
In fact, (14) holds true because it can be shown (see, e.g., [9] ) that LMMSE has the following quasi-recursive form E*[zlYl,YZl = 21 +C(,-el)(Ya-p211)C;2-~211)(~2 -!hp) It follows from (16H17) that (14) is not always truly recursive because i j k~k -~ in general needs all past data yk-l directly. For systems that satisfy the Kalman filter assumption (i.e., process and measurement noises are white, mutually uncorrelated, and uncorrelated with the initial state),
Further Discussion on Priors in Static Case vs. Predictions in Dynamic Case
For linear estimation of z using data y, the prior in- it is the best recursive fuser and recursion is a necessity for estimation fusion for almost all dynamic systems. It will never be worse than and may outperform the best recursive BLUE without prior It follows from Theorem 1 of [ 12, 113 that the optimal recursive BLUE with prior (LMMSE) fuser is given by where with a dynamic model similar to (3) at the center,
On the other hand, from Theorem 2 of [12, 111 it follows 
.
[(I -C , , C & ) H k ] + [ ( I -CG,C&)&]
Optimality of Fusion Rules
It was shown in [14] that previous optimal linear fusion rules for the dynamic case are special cases of the fusion rules presented in [14] , which was shown to be BLUE fu- 
Optimality of Fusion Schemes
Two fusion schemes are commonly used: sensor to system and sensor to sensor. In the sensor-to-system fusion scheme, fused estimates (known as system track in target tracking) are maintained at the fusion center. Whenever data (say, yt) from a sensor is received the system track is updated by fusing yk with the estimate 2 k l k -l of the state z ( t k ) at time t k using received data { y l , . . . , y k -1 ) through time t k -1 , where t k -1 is the previous update time. More generally, there is no need to update every time data is received. Instead, the system track can be updated after multiple pieces of data from one or more sensors are received in the interval ( t k -1 , t k ] . This is a de facto recursive filtering scheme. It differs from the standard recursive filtering only in that each time the received data y i may come from a different model and the data yt itself may be an estimate 2ilk in distributed fusion.
In the sensor-to-sensor fusion scheme, the fusion center fuses data received from all sensors in the time interval ( t k -1 , t k ] without using any history information (e.g., 2 k l k p 1 ) , where t k -1 and t k are the time instants for the previous fusion and current fusion, respectively. The sensorto-sensor scheme is clearly more suitable for the standard distributed fusion than for the centralized fusion since history information is not used directly at the fusion center and is better contained in estimates rather than the observations. While both schemes are natural, the sensor-to-system scheme appears more appealing in several aspects. With little need for data synchronization, it is more natural for the asynchronous case than the sensor-to-sensor scheme, which needs data synchronization. Also, history information is better and more explicitly accounted for in the sensor-tosystem scheme than in the sensor-to-sensor scheme.
More refined versions of these schemes have been proposed, such as those based on the information graph [4, 31 and tracklets [6, 5] . Two related, important, theoretical questions are: Are optimally fused estimates within these two schemes globally optimum within the linear class? If not, under what conditions are they globally optimum? We answer these questions now for BLUE fusion.
As explained above, the sensor-to-system fusion ac- Consequently, the sensor-to-sensor scheme usually has inferior performance relative to the sensor-to-system fusion; use of prior information about zk as in ( 1 9 x 2 0 ) may possibly improve performance of both schemes.
This discussion reveals that filtering as well as prediction and smoothing are special fusion problems. Their batch versions are centralized fusion, while their recursive versions are the corresponding sensor-to-system centralized fusion.
Effect of Feedback
Consider the case where fused estimates are sent back to each sensor such that, say, ?ilk := 3&. This has effect on both sensor estimates and fused estimates at the next time.
For sensor i, fusing ?Llk := ?klk and observations made after t k is a standard filtering problem. But this amounts to a common reinitialization of all sensor estimators. Their subsequent estimation errors are thus correlated further by this common reinitialization and should be accounted for in the fusion rules if better performance is desired. We have shown or discussed the following:
0 The data errors in the above model presented are correlated with the state and process noise, correlated across sensors, and colored. 0 The Kalman filter is in essence a recursive BLUE estimator without prior at each time, which is in general not the globally optimum (batch or recursive) LMMSE estimator. It becomes globally optimum under the standard assumption that the process and measurement noises are white, mutually uncorrelated, and uncorrelated with the initial state. 0 For dynamic systems, it is better to use the recursive LMMSE fuser (i.e., BLUE with prior) at each time, which is easily implementable and may outperform all previous Kalman filter based "optimal" fusers. 0 Previous "optimal" linear fusion rules are globally optimum in the linear class only for systems satisfying KF assumption. 0 Predictions in the dynamic case may or may not correspond to prior information in the static case.
0 For batch LMMSE (Le., BLUE with prior), they correspond to each other exactly. 0 For recursive BLUE (with or without prior), they do not correspond to each other in general, but they do for systems for which the Kalman filter is LMMSE.
0 Necessary and sufficient conditions are available for a batch LMMSE to have a recursive form, for BLUE with and without prior to be identical, and for a BLUE (with or without prior) centralized and distributed fusers to be identical.
0 Sensor-to-system centralized fusion amounts to recursive filtering. Its optimality relies on that of the centralized Kalman filter for the same system. 0 Sensor-to-sensor (distributed) fusion is in essence BLUE without prior and has an inferior performance than the sensor-to-system fusion in general. 0 Feedback provides a common reinitialization and introduces further coupling among local estimates. It may lead to out-of-sequence measurement problems with the local estimation.
